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A practical approach to nano-CMOS circuit design and implementation
The fast pace of new technology and the challenges of nano-scaling are bringing together the once-separate disciplines of circuit design, technology device physics, and physical implementation. A good understanding of the underlying physical constraints of device, interconnect, and manufacturing is crucial for designing circuit systems and devices and making sound technology decisions.      

Nano-CMOS Circuit and Physical Design integrates the nanometer process, device manufacturability, advanced circuit design, and related physical implementation into a single, seamless approach to advanced semiconductor technology.  This comprehensive volume explores new developments in devices and processing; presents design issues, paying special attention to technology/design interactions such as signal integrity and interconnects; and addresses the impact of design for manufacturability and variability. Important topics include:      

	Nano-CMOS process scaling issues and implications on design
	Subwavelength optical lithography
	Physics and theory of operation issues and solutions
	Design for manufacturability and variability


Written by expert practitioners, Nano-CMOS Circuit and Physical Design is a useful resource for IC designers and professionals in the field, providing them with practical design solutions and approaches.     

       About the Author
   BAN P. WONG, IENG MIEE, served for five years as a member of the technical program committee of IEEE International Solid-State Circuits Conference and as session chair, cochair, and organizer of a panel session. He has three issued patents. He has led circuit design teams in developing methodology and implementation of high-performance and low-power microprocessors. He is currently Senior Engineering Manager for NVIDIA Corporation.    

    ANURAG MITTAL received his PhD in applied physics from Yale University. He has codeveloped novel embedded NVM microcontroller and microprocessor solutions including the world’s first truly CMOS-compatible Flash technology. He is Senior Staff Engineer for Virage Logic, Inc.    

    YU CAO received his PhD in electrical engineering from University of California, Berkeley. He is a postdoctoral researcher in the Berkeley Wireless Research Center. He received the 2000 Beatrice Winner Award at the IEEE International Solid-State Circuits Conference.    

    GREG STARR received his PhD in electrical engineering from Arizona State University. Currently, he is a Senior Design Manager at Xilinx Corporation.       
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Antenna and EM Modeling with MatlabJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	An accessible and practical tool for effective antenna design


	Due to the rapid development of wireless communications, the modeling of radiation and scattering is becoming more important in the design of antennas. Consequently, it is increasingly important for antenna designers and students of antenna design to have a comprehensive...
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jQuery for Designers: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Thank you for reading jQuery for Designers. This book is intended for designers who have

	a basic understanding of HTML and CSS, but want to advance their skill set by learning

	some basic JavaScript. Even if you've never attempted to write JavaScript before, this book

	will step you through the process of setting up some basic...
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Decision Economics. Designs, Models, and Techniques  for Boundedly Rational Decisions (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2018

	
		The special session on Decision Economics (DECON) is a scientific forum held annually, which is focused on sharing ideas, projects, research results, models, and experiences associated with the complexity of behavioural decision processes and socio?economic phenomena. In 2018, DECON was held at Campus Tecnológico de la...
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The Accidental Guerrilla: Fighting Small Wars in the Midst of a Big OneOxford University Press, 2009
David Kilcullen is one of the world's most influential experts on counterinsurgency and modern warfare. A Senior Counterinsurgency Advisor to General David Petraeus in Iraq, his vision of war dramatically influenced America's decision to rethink its military strategy in Iraq and implement "the surge."
Now, in The Accidental...
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eBay Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips and Tools, First EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Whether you're a newcomer or longtime user, eBay Hacks will teach you to become efficient as both a buyer and seller. You'll find a wide range of topics, from monitoring the bidding process, getting refunds, and fixing photos so that sale items look their best, to in-depth tips for running a business on eBay and...
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Advanced Polymeric Systems: Applications in Nanostructured Materials, Composites and Biomedical Fields (River Publishers Series in Polymer Science)River Publishers, 2021

	Over recent years a considerable amount of effort has been devoted, both in industry and academia, towards the incorporation of various macro, micro, and nano sized fillers into polymers. There is also much interest in the evaluation of various polymer properties with respect to a wide set of applications. The advances in nanotechnology...
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